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4TH AND 6TH RESERVE MECHANICAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES 

CHAPTER 1 — THE BEGINNING 

This is the story of the RMT (and all of its Drivers) - the 4th Reserve Mechanical Transport Company.1  On 
the 9th December 1940, it drove into its first action. The 4th RMT was the first company of the 2 NZEF to 
go into action in the Second World War. The 6th RMT were formed in Lybia in 1941 and did not serve in 
Greece. 

The 4th RMT Company's story goes back to the first Tuesday in October, in the ripe spring of 1939. 
That was when the First Echelon marched (and, in some cases, was assisted by more sober comrades) 
into New Zealand's three main camps: Ngaruawahia, Trentham, and Burnham. These men, volunteers for 
our Special Force, as 2 NZEF was called in the beginning, wore civilian clothes and carried small 
suitcases or sugar–bags. The old soldiers shook their heads…. 

The quartermasters handed out tin plates, pannikins, and clumsy knives, forks and spoons coated 
against rust in a loathsome grease. Each man picked up a sacking palliasse and stuffed it with straw. For 
candlesticks, old triangular bayonets, salvaged from heaven knows where, turned up. Old, too, were many 
of the khaki serge uniforms of assorted shades and sizes, their folds filled with flakes of naphthalene, their 
four–starred brass buttons heavy with green. Greatcoats in two sizes (too PAGE 2big or too small) were 
mustard-coloured survivals from 1916, some with disturbing bullet holes. But the black boots and the grey 
blankets were good, very good. All this and a lot more had to be carted to the six-man tent (huts were not 
ready for everyone then), which took some finding for a start. 

“Sorry. I'm a stranger here myself.” 

Shuffled from queue to queue in that first dazed week, paraded for gear, for meals, and for 
paybooks, mystified by bugle calls,2 asked for name and number at every turn, thankful they had brains 
enough to avoid such an organisation in peacetime, detailed for fatigues in cookhouse (those great bloody 
gauze bags of raw mincemeat) and latrine (the horror of the first cigarette butts), commanded to swing-
those-arms-keep-in-line-pick-it-up-pick-it-up-watch-your-dress-ing, volunteers consoled themselves by 
reminding each other of the only thing the Army could not do: it could not make a man a mother. 

But after a while the unit began to shake itself out of this mess. The 4th RMT Company, scattered 
among the three training camps, would not meet up together until Egypt was reached. In the meantime in 
each camp was a little pocket of RMT: A Section (now moved from Ngaruawahia) in Papakura and 
commanded by ‘the boss’, Captain ‘Granny’ Whyte,3 with Lieutenant Muller4 helping him; B Section 
in Trentham under Lieutenants Woods5 and Broberg6; C Section in Burnham with Captain McAlpine7 and 
Lieutenant Good.8 RMT's job was to carry riflemen about and to lend a hand with the multitude of 
transport tasks required by a modern army. To look after its trucks was a sort of mobile repair shop called 
Workshops Section. This Workshops Section and Company Headquarters, with its clerk, typist, despatch 
rider, sergeant major, and so on, the small administrative staff of the company, began to take shape 
in Trentham. Later drivers and technicians from Papakura and Burnham went to Trentham to complete 
Workshops Section and Company Headquarters, CSM Rhodes9 leading the southerners and Staff-
Sergeant Upton10 heading the others. 

Once rifles were issued, drivers settled into the routine of rifle drill, copious instructions on the Lewis 
gun (never used), preliminary infantry training, route marches, map–reading, and lectures about the 
organisation of the Division and how the Army Service Corps fitted into the picture. Few even saw the 
inside of a truck. Nobody seemed to know exactly what this RMT outfit was. Besides, no RMT had been 
with 1 NZEF in the First World War—and was it really necessary? Trucks were in short supply in those 
early days, and on the parade ground of Trentham RMT men reluctantly stood-in for trucks, glum and 
apprehensive while ‘sump’, ‘petrol’ and ‘water’ were examined and checked. 
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From 14 December it was goodbye to it all for a fortnight, with a £3 gratuity, a travelling warrant, and 
a pass safely pocketed within each new drill uniform. When the men were on leave a good many people 
wanted to know: ‘Why are you in the Army? There are more men in the Maginot Line than they know what 
to do with.’ 

In the new year the address for letters became: 

Number, rank, initials, name, 

Company, 

NZASC, 

2nd New Zealand Expeditionary Force, 

C/o GPO, Wellington. 

Any day now…. 

Then it was past the pubs and the eating places where so much of the soldier's pay stayed, past the 
offices and shops (keep in step and give ‘em a good show), down those streets walked in happiness or in 
loneliness on leave, past the crowds and the children held up to see, with a bit of cheering and waving, 
and a blaze of band music. It was listening to speeches (mostly too long) from about five lots of officials 
trying to say the same thing. But the small handkerchief glimpsed waving, then abruptly arrested and 
dabbed to eyes suddenly wet, said it: New Zealand's goodbye to the First Echelon of her Expeditionary 
Force that morning of Wednesday, 3 January 1940, in Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch. 

And crowds through the camps in the afternoon, and cakes for the trip, and best frocks, 
photographs, and talking and laughing, just a bit on the artificial side, maybe. 

Shouldering black-stencilled kitbags and sea kits, the Trentham RMT men boarded the 
transport Orion at King's Wharf, Wellington, on Friday, 5 January. Soon they were joined by A Section and 
Captain Whyte from the Papakura troop train. The RMT men in this ship numbered 284. The rest of the 
company (94) from Burnham embarked in the Sobieski at Lyttelton on the same day. Next morning the 
convoy joined up and swung westward through Cook Strait. 

 

RMS Orion 
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MS Sobieski 

Over the widening water lay New Zealand in her pakeha centennial year. Visitors to the Exhibition 
in Wellington were nearing the million mark. From the top of a crazy house a model of a man laughed 
incessantly upon the crowds below. Bing Crosby fans sang ‘Pennies from Heaven’, and Claudette Colbert 
was appearing in a film, ‘It's a Wonderful World’. 

The last to be seen of New Zealand was Mount Egmont, with a bit of cloud, at 6 p.m. The next land 
was near Sydney, but men did not get ashore until Fremantle was reached on 18 January. ‘We knocked 
about a bit and the Aussie kids were mad on getting our badges and shoulder titles and buttons. When 
you walked it still seemed the boat was rocking.’ Next day there was an unnecessary route march 
to Perth, about 14 miles in all, with the temperature over 90. ‘Three hours 40 minutes it took us. This is not 
my idea of a joke. We bet the zoo wasn't crowded that day.’ 

The sea grew bluer and bluer. Sunsets resembled cinema-organ music. A lot now slept on deck, 
Mae Wests for pillows. All the good Westerns were out of the library and only sea stories were left. The 
ship's cinema was always crowded.11 

‘We crossed the Equator on 28 January and everyone said: did you feel the bump? Colombo, 30 
January, another hot march, three hours leave, and what a pong! The Romantic East! Niggers came out 
in boats to sell fruit and stuff. What they do for a pair of bust tennis shoes would set your hair on end.’ 

Aden, 8 February: ‘Pete met an old beggar saying “No mother, no father.” He must have been 90.’ 
The Red Sea: lectures…. ‘The wind came hot and dry, and you could see the land far off looking white, 
like snow.’ Port Tewfik on 12 February, and so, wide-eyed, wondering, by train through Cairo suburbs 
to Maadi. ‘P.S. These marks are sweat, not tears.’ 

The 4th RMT went up into the Western Desert, up into ‘the blue’, into a desert as large as India; it 
left Maadi on 18 June, just eight days after Italy declared war—with Holland, Belgium, and France now 
prostrate. If there was any fat in this wasteland by the Libyan border, the RMT, suddenly the most 
advanced unit of the First Echelon, certainly lived on it now. The company's fortunes had changed with a 
vengeance. At Maadi the RMT had not exactly cut a dash. For many weeks it had only a handful of trucks. 
The company was the youngest child in the NZASC brood, and veteran PAGE 6drivers, instancing RMT's 
lowliness in early 1940, love to say that at a ceremonial parade for the British Ambassador in Egypt, Sir 
Miles Lampson, and Lady Lampson, when 4 RMT's turn came to march past the saluting base even the 
band had packed up and gone. The visit was commemorated in an unprintable song to the tune of 
‘Steamboat Bill’. 
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All that the RMT did at Maadi, apart from route–marching and drill, was to learn how to care for, 
maintain, and look after trucks. The 380 men shared (like the miracle of loaves and fishes) about a dozen 
old Morris trucks, one Humber car, and 27 Norton motor–cycles. The most important job was to teach 
men to drive a lorry properly. Each of the three sections hoped to get 30 lorries to itself one day, and there 
were supposed to be two first–rate drivers to each lorry. RMT aimed at having at least one reliable driver 
ready for each truck by the time its permanent vehicles rolled in. Sergeants, corporals, and despatch 
riders, with much agony, learned to handle the motor–cycles in the sand, but once in the desert the NCOs 
stuck to the trucks, and only the despatch riders kept motorcycles. 

Hardly anybody had handled a heavy lorry in his life. In one section, for example, of 90 men only 
three (yes, three) had driven heavy transport vehicles in New Zealand, and only 30 had car licences. The 
remaining 57 had never even driven a car. For an hour or so each week drivers coached non–drivers in 
starting, changing gears, and steering on a hard, firm stretch of sand at Maadi. The learners then passed 
on to more advanced instructors, and finally had to pass a gruelling test over really tough going of soft 
sand, rocks, and hummocks.12 When the fleet of trucks did arrive shortly before the move into the blue, 
the three sections had barely enough No. 1 drivers to take over each truck. As it turned out, after a short 
time in the Western Desert, practically any driver could be sent confidently on any task, a tribute to the 
corporals for studying, nursing, and developing their men. 

But by mid-May (with reports of the Italian Army moving restlessly on and behind the Libyan border), 
the company had received at long last 98 three–ton Bedford lorries, 16 30–cwt. trucks, three one–ton 
trucks, and nine cars. Each vehicle bore the divisional sign, a white fernleaf on a square black 
background, on the front left mudguard, and the company's colours, green and red, and its number, 39 
(later changed to 48). 

RMT was beginning to perk up. 

Then, on 18 June, with the riflemen of 18 and 19 Battalions packed aboard, the three-tonners left for 
the Desert on the RMT trail which would lead some 500 times round the world before the war ended five 
years later. Down by the Nile they went, passing the sweet white sails of its feluccas, the flame trees, and 
naked children dabbling in mucky canals; over the Khedive Ismail Bridge to Giza and Cheops' Pyramid, 
nearly 500 feet high, nearly 5000 years old, where the ragged young descendants of the Pharaoh's 
people begged for biscuits, cigarettes and baksheesh; past Mena House into the wastes of desert, the 
hypnotic black thread of the bitumen road stretching ahead; on to the turn–off to Alexandria. They 
dispersed for the night and were away next day, with glimpses of the blue Mediterranean, sparkling white 
sand dunes, and the strange pink of salt marshes. And so they came to Garawla, near Mersa Matruh, by 
dusk, a wind blowing the sand and making it hard to see ahead. In the night they were welcomed by 
bombs falling just beyond the dispersed lorries. 

At Garawla (nothing more than a couple of huts and an airstrip) RMT's passengers set about hewing 
and blasting the never–used ‘Kiwi Canal’, an anti-tank ditch some 6000 yards long, twelve feet wide, and 
five feet deep. On the last day in June the company, 370 strong, moved to Smugglers' Cove, some five 
miles east of heavily bombed Mersa Matruh. The RMT, now virtually taken away from 2 NZEF until the 
campaign in Greece, began a long and pleasant period of service for the British under the command 
of Western Desert Force. While to the west small British mobile columns engaged and harassed the 
cautious enemy along the frontier, Western Desert Force prepared secretly and stealthily for the 
counterattack. The RMT's part was to help fetch and carry everything from water, food, petrol and oil to 
ammunition, leave parties, and mines. And Naafi (Navy, Army, and Air Force Institute) canteen goods—
the fat of the wasteland—spirits, beer, tinned delicacies, cigarettes, tobacco—yes, indeed, and these 
luxuries drivers considered fair game to be ‘acquired’ by luck and by subtleties. The Naafi run had to be 
rotated strictly. The booty was concealed with equal cunning. Steve Tripp,13 for example, buried a crate of 
beer in a military cemetery. The company built up dumps and kept them full, carted supplies over open 
desert (and not-so-open desert pocked with boulders, potholes, shingle, thorn bushes, and treacherous 
sands), and followed, with the assurance of camels, faint tracks to as far as Siwa Oasis, some 160 miles 
inland. Siwa was the forward base for the Long Range Desert Group, and the RMT party, usually a 
corporal and three or four trucks, often came back with a welcome load of dates. 

Communications were difficult. The railway stopped short near the indifferent port of Mersa 
Matruh and the only road was the one along the coast. Western Desert Force, being far from amply 
supplied with transport, warmly welcomed the New Zealand drivers and their three–tonners. 
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The RMT men made themselves at home in remarkably quick time, A Section even adopting a 
young Arab waif, ‘Mahmid’, until officialdom frowned. Trucks, frequently called out on jobs for days on 
end, took on a homely appearance, with a photograph of the wife (or the girl friend) fixed prominently 
before the driver or the spare driver (for there were two drivers to a lorry), ‘and a photograph of the 
mother-in-law well behind his head’. 

A typical three-tonner, developed by its two drivers over a period in the blue, became something like 
this. Bits and pieces were hung and fixed here and there with the skill of a high–country sheep farmer 
adding ‘just a bit more’ to an already overburdened packhorse. Between the two drivers in the cab rose 
something like the little cupboard in the bathroom. It had a shelf or so, and there they kept brush, comb, 
mirror, toilet gear, and any opened foodstuffs—a half–finished tin of jam and margarine (soldiers from the 
world's largest butter–exporting country ate margarine throughout the war), the current packet 
of Naafi biscuits, and so on. While the truck bowled along the ‘pantry’ could be tapped for a snack. Bolted 
under the tailboard was a large metal box, about four feet long, completely filled with reserve tinned food. 
Then slung along the sides under the edge of the tray were other lockers with more food. In the gap 
between the cab and the tray, by the spare wheel, rested a five–gallon water container, complete with tap. 
That was the water supply, apart from the usual tins of reserve water. Slung under the trapdoor in the 
middle of the tray (the trapdoor was for inspecting the transmission) lay a shallow locker for hard-tack 
food. 

For light during rest and repose in the back of the lorry, the trouble lamp (the wire–cage protected 
electric light on a flex connected to the truck battery) was fixed semi-permanently inside the canopy. With 
all headlights absolutely banned, the only other drain on the battery was for starting. With the canopy well 
roped down and absolutely lightproof at night, there was always plenty of power for reading, writing home, 
playing cards, eating, and yarning. The trouble lamp worked from a switch rigged up alongside the resting 
driver. He didn't even have to get out of bed. Now, drivers were supposed to sleep on the floor of the 
desert or on the bare floor of the truck, with a humble groundsheet and a couple of blankets. In no time, 
however, every driver had a comfortable mattress (from bombed–out houses in Matruh) or a folding camp 
bed. And usually some flat spot was left to settle down on, even when the lorry was loaded up. 

About the most useful part of a lorry was the exhaust manifold. A tin of M and V (meat and 
vegetables) was placed on this and, presto! after a couple of miles breakfast was hot and ready. When 
away from the cooks' truck14 men also whipped up hot meals and brewed tea in no time on 
primuses PAGE 10or petrol fires. Every lorry carried an ample emergency supply of petrol. Drivers 
washed their shirts in petrol; water was scarce. 

What about navigation and desert craft? Why didn't this raw company from Maadi disappear without 
trace in the trackless desert, like the Persian host on the way to beat up Siwa Oasis thousands of years 
ago? 

Two British 7 Armoured Division navigators with sun compasses went out with 4 RMT Company on 
its first job in the desert, a four–day job building a dump. A khamsin, the most furious and the thickest of 
all dust–storms, chased the company home. From then on 4 RMT worked on its own. 

For a start trucks worked mainly between Smugglers' Cove and Matruh, shifting the supply dumps 
and dispersing them in the desert. This was virtually all road work, the convoys going only a few hundred 
yards out from the bitumen road into the desert. This was the first series of jobs. 

By now two personalities in particular were widely known. One was Bill Tanner,15 the company's 
sanitary corporal, a small, merry, deep–voiced man whose work (and play) was of the best. He carried a 
pet tortoise with him and looked, some thought, like a tortoise. That became Bill's nickname, and the 
stories about Bill would fill a book—but not this one. The other personality was Padre Roy 
Jamieson16 who, through his understanding and simplicity, soon became part of the company's life. He 
was awarded the MBE ‘for great devotion to duty and outstanding service, not only as a chaplain but as a 
leader.’ Padre Jamieson kept his sermons and services short and apt, ‘and when he left us after seeing us 
right through the desert, 4 RMT was never quite the same again,’ writes one driver. ‘His commonsense 
helps many of us still.’ One church parade in 1940 Graham McMillan17 remembers vividly for different 
reasons. ‘Somebody had found a little sheltered cove where a good many of us could gather without 
much danger of being bombed,’ he said. ‘We all piled into this little cove, somebody had a fiddle to 
provide the music, and away the service went. Well, what with the roar of the waves, we could hardly hear 
Padre, or the fiddle, and by the time the service ended, half our boots were awash from the incoming tide.’ 
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After road work the desert trips began, carting rations for 7 Armoured Division. This was work for 
one or two subsections (six or twelve lorries) under corporals, and there were six sub-sections, each of six 
trucks, to A, B, and C Sections. Only officers had maps and prismatic compasses, and they couldn't be 
everywhere. One of the senior NCOs would pioneer the route to the dump. Drivers would go there in 
convoy and come back in convoy. Then it was considered everyone knew the way. 

This is how the route was pioneered. First, the NCO (or driver in charge of the convoy) would study 
the map before leaving, watching for and memorising landmarks, escarpments, and bad bits, and would 
fix a route in a dead straight line. He didn't take the map with him. His starting point would be on an 
intentionally simple angle (say 45 degrees) from one of the milestones (or kilometre pegs: white, with the 
number painted in black) which bordered the coastal road. Reaching the particular peg with his loaded 
trucks, the NCO in charge of the convoy would get out and stand by the peg. Here he would make his turn 
(in this case 45 degrees) giving him the angle he had fixed on the map. Parade ground drill (Right turn! 
Left turn! Rotten! As you were!) long ago had taught him to make an exact, right–angle turn. Half of such a 
turn would be 45 degrees; a third would be 30 degrees. So far, so good. 

His turn made, the NCO, fixing his eyes on a bush or a tiny feature, would walk straight towards it 
until the following truck was 20 to 30 yards along the line, which was now established for the waiting 
convoy. All the other drivers had to do was to follow the truck ahead. The NCO knew the distance (say 50 
miles) to the destination, probably a couple of camouflaged tents in camel–thorn. The leading truck now 
had to drive 50 miles dead straight, a most difficult task, for trucks drift to the right or to the left, just as 
human beings do when walking for any length of time. 

The NCO in the leading truck (he wasn't driving, of course; he had quite enough to do already) 
would pick another bush or rock on the skyline about 300 yards ahead. He glued his eyes to this bush 
(peering into the future), while the No. 1 driver (in the present) dodged any rough stuff ahead, from 
boulders to potholes to big bushes. When he had almost reached the bush, the NCO would quickly pick 
another one dead in line, and so on to the journey's end. The strain on him was not light. Sometimes in 
his sleep he would dream of dancing bushes. 

When swerving to avoid obstacles, it was essential that the driver passed round the first obstacle on 
the left-hand side and dodged the next one on the right-hand side. This, soon becoming automatic, 
brought the driver roughly back into line again and helped prevent side-drift. 

Another aid to navigation was to use a shadow in the cab as a sun compass. Allowance had to be 
made for the sun shifting round and taking the shadow with it.18 

Occasionally, without stopping the convoy, the leader would climb out on to the spare wheel at the 
back of the cab and look at the convoy behind. If one truck could be seen behind, all was well, but if his 
dozen trucks were sprawled in an arc round the horizon he was great-circle sailing and had to get back on 
his rhumb-line smartly. In such small convoys one rule could not be broken: trucks had to follow dead 
behind one another. After the required distance, the 50 miles, had been checked carefully on the 
speedometer, the trucks, which would be creaking and groaning at four to five miles an hour if the going 
was uneven, would stop. The leader would climb out on the cab roof and look around hopefully. If he 
could not see the objective, he sent trucks on a limited scour in different directions, and one of them would 
find the dump. 

By such methods, rough as they may seem, RMT trucks could travel considerable distances and at 
the end would be no more than half a mile or so out. The usual journey was 30 to 40 miles. 

Just when a well-marked track was fixed in the desert, the dump would be established on another 
map reference and the whole thing began again. Of course, going back was nothing - all that had to be 
done was to follow the tracks or, if the ground was stony, to head due north for the coastal road, where 
the distance from Mersa Matruh could be fixed by the nearest kilo peg. As for night travelling without map 
or compass: if no stars shone no truck moved. Every RMT man knew how to find the Pole Star and its 
pointers, so that if some were obscured he could work from the others. Fixing onto stars (such as Orion) 
that moved in the night could be most misleading. The stars were very big and close and personal to 
every man in the desert. Often before falling asleep in his bleak slit trench, a man would gaze at the stars 
with something close to adoration. 
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Frequently scattered far and wide on the individual carrying tasks handed out to the small six-lorry 
sub-sections, the drivers soon became confident and, above all, dependable. One of the highest peaks of 
efficiency was reached by one man in 1940. The drop arm of his steering gear broke, it was impossible to 
make temporary repairs, and he was by himself, alone in the bare desert. He put his three-tonner in 
creeper gear, wedged his accelerator down with a stick, and walked alongside the front wheels, kicking 
them into line whenever they bumped off course. He did this for one day, stopped during the cloudy night, 
and continued on next day, going north until he hit the coastal road. He sent a message back with a 
passing truck to Workshops and stayed guarding his lorry until the breakdown truck arrived. On the other 
hand, one RMT man became nicknamed ‘Dipstick’. He was a newcomer to the company and evidently to 
vehicles too. In the periodic oil-change and checkup, he drained the engine all right, but after a couple of 
hours told his corporal he had not been successful in refilling the motor. On investigation it was found he 
had been attempting to refill through the tiny dipstick hole. 

Spacing the lorries and maintenance could not be neglected in the Western Desert. ‘There'll come a 
time….’ instructors had said over and over again. Spacing was based on the scatter value of the current 
enemy bomb, and trucks were spaced at all times so that no bomb could get two of them. Two hundred 
and fifty yards was considered safe. Night movement was nose-to-tail. Light and horn fuses were drawn 
from all trucks. On road work in the daytime a section would take up to five miles of road, and when night 
approached trucks dispersed methodically in sub-sections in open desert on one side of the road, ready to 
complete the task next day. The day finished with getting the trucks ready for tomorrow. The routine, laid 
down in the ‘Good Book’, had been learned thoroughly. Petrol, water and oil were checked and 
replenished; anything which had worked loose was tightened up, and any small mechanical adjustments 
were made at the end of the day. In this way the RMT got off each day to a clear start. Repairs beyond 
the scope of the driver-mechanic in each sub-section were handled by Workshops, where much 
enthusiasm developed into a great deal of skill. When the time came for Lieutenant McDonagh,19 from 
Petrol Company, to inspect all New Zealand transport in the desert in November 1940, he considered the 
RMT fleet the best maintained of the lot. 

 
 

On maintenance, Lieutenant John Fenton,20 6 RMT (and this, momentarily, is looking forward into 
1941) writes: 

In the completely motorised New Zealand Division hit and run methods of maintenance could not be 
tolerated, particularly in an isolated desert war. The Army laid down virtually foolproof Vehicle Inspections 
(nothing was overlooked) and Maintenance systems and they became second nature to us. The 
Commanding Officer's technical adviser was the Workshops officer; the Platoon (or Section, as they were 
first called) Commanders were responsible for the operation, inspection and maintenance being carried 
out by the drivers. Daily maintenance (and glancing at the instruments on the dash to anticipate trouble) 
became instinctive. It was often noticed that during halts and night bivvies, as the infantry were cleaning 
their weapons, the RMT drivers also maintained their vehicles. A good driver, proud of his truck, kept 
100% fit; reckoned the cost of his vehicle not in £ S D but in men and women power, materials, rubber, 
petrol, oil and valuable shipping space; remembered the responsibility of the load he carried. Its monetary 
value may have run into thousands of pounds, but its monetary value was secondary to the men in the 
line depending on the drivers getting that load there. If the load was personnel, then it was priceless.21 
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From early insistence on correct spacing (if in doubt in the first few weeks someone would pace the 
distance; besides, Colonel Essie, officer commanding all the RASC in the Western Desert, could be relied 
upon to appear in the most fantastic places and shout: ‘Disperse those trucks!’) drivers naturally adapted 
themselves at the end of the year to two formations, ‘Arrowhead’ and ‘Air Formation’, for troop-carrying by 
day. At night they closed up nose-to-tail. 

The arrowhead, or inverted V formation, with 250 yards between trucks, was used when limited 
numbers of trucks carrying troops were crossing open desert. This formation was safe against bombing, 
but was too neat and tidy to give protection against strafing. In air formation the trucks were staggered so 
that no more than two were in line in any direction, and each about 250 yards away from its neighbour on 
all sides. 

The Italian Air Force, unlike their Army, was active. The bombing of Mersa Matruh reached a peak of 
five raids in one afternoon in July. Three RMT men were out of luck that month. The 2 NZEF's first 
casualty through enemy action came when a formation of Italian Savoias swept in over Matruh at 2 p.m. 
on 12 July. Corporal Pussell,22 wounded in an arm and a leg, was evacuated to hospital. Six days later 
four bombs fell in Company Headquarters. Driver Graham23 suffered from shock and abrasions, and 
Driver Andrews24 was wounded in the right leg. There were no further battle casualties in the First 
Echelon during the month. 

Sudden and violent explosions halted a convoy of six A Section lorries rumbling along the Sidi 
Barrani-Matruh road in the darkness at 4.10 a.m. on Friday, 13 September. The trucks were carrying men 
on leave from 7 Armoured Division. Thermos bombs, unknown until then, littered the area. This new 
Italian device looked like a khaki-coloured thermos flask measuring about seven inches by two, with an 
aluminium spiral spring or cap at one end of the canister, and was exploded by vibration. These bombs 
had been dropped by aircraft. A blast threw Driver Osborn25 on to one, which exploded, fatally wounding 
him. His was the first death from enemy action in the company and in 2 NZEF. Further casualties were 
prevented by the presence of mind of Corporal Tom Gill,26 who was in charge of the convoy. He forbade 
any further movement whatsoever. Investigating at dawn, he posted pickets at each end of the convoy, 
and sent for medical help and for engineers to deal with the bombs. He switched a fully loaded 
ammunition column close behind from the danger area, and for his work received the BEM. He was 
helped by Drivers Townsend27 and Walding.28 

Arthur Brumby,29 of Workshops Section, exploded a supposedly ‘dud’ thermos bomb while taking it 
to bits to see what made it tick. Bill Lupton,30 nearby, was bowled over backwards. White and shaken and 
with a badly lacerated hand, Brumby swore the last screw had set it off. At the RAP (Regimental Aid Post) 
all he could think about was how to find another thermos bomb and prove his theory. 

That day, 13 September, the Italians advanced into Egypt by the coastal road. They reached Sidi 
Barrani (a few houses and a landing ground) on 16 September, dug in, and stayed there, establishing a 
number of strongly defended camps, two of them called Tummar East and Tummar West, a few miles 
south. Altogether the advance was 65 miles. 

Air raids on Western Desert camps and dumps increased. On 22 September the RMT moved back 
to Fuka, where regular leave parties left for Cairo and Alexandria, and a most successful anniversary 
dinner (lamb and mint sauce) was held. Although the nearest Naafi had scanty supplies, beer was 
abundant for once, and this is the reason why. Driver Logie31 and one or two comrades seized a truck and 
hastened a hundred miles back to Alexandria. Mustapha Barracks and even a few cafes had nothing, so 
they went to the brewery itself, where stocks were exhausted. ‘We talked them into filling a truckload of 
bottles on the spot,’ says Logie, ‘and got back just in time for the reunion.’ 

By now, characters and hard cases were part of the company's life. A random run around A Section, 
for example, reveals these more-printable nicknames: ‘Cascara’, ‘Soap Box’, ‘Horse Thief’, ‘Zulu’, 
‘Brusher’, ‘Gharry’, ‘Grandma’, ‘Labour Battalion’, ‘Clark Gable’, ‘Mother’, ‘Know-all’, ‘Bulldust’,  
‘Gramophone’, ‘Playboy’, ‘Neck or Nothing’, ‘Half Pint’, ‘Sleepy’, ‘Swamp Rat’, ‘Tucker Box’, ‘Moaner’, 
‘Fancy Pants’, ‘That'll be the Day’, and ‘Tent Peg’. 

About this time a candid routine order concerning dive-bombing attacks warned: ‘On no account will 
troops look up from slit trenches except when firing as the white of their faces is immediately 
conspicuous.’ With the RMT based at Fuka, most of the First Echelon worked away at defensive positions 
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some 18 miles west at Baggush. The majority of the Second Echelon was in England, and the Third 
Echelon, still at sea, did not begin to arrive in Maadi until 30 September. 

The RMT's first tasks, often under arduous conditions, had been carried out excellently and with 
devotion to duty and determination, maintaining the fine traditions of the NZEF in the 1914–18 War, 
said Major-General Freyberg in a message. Typical of further messages of thanks and congratulation was 
the note from Major-General M. O'M. Creagh, commander of 7 Armoured Division, to Lieutenant-General 
R. N. O'Connor, commander of Western Desert Force: ‘May I bring to your notice the excellent work done 
by the New Zealand R.A.S.C. Coy., which has been working as third-line in this Division. Their work with 
the Division has been first class in every way and I can say no more than we much regret their departure.’ 

Notes: 

1 Some RMT men speak of the Reserve Motor Transport Company. So, to keep the record straight: 

The Army Act, Pt V, Sec 190 (40) says: ‘The expression “horse” includes a “mule” and the provisions 
of this Act apply to any beasts of whatever description, used for burden or draught or for carrying persons 
in the like manner as if such were included in the expression “horse”.’ 

Ibid. (40A): ‘The expression “carriage” means a vehicle for carriage or haulage other than one 
specially constructed for use on rails.’ 

Amendment 110/General/4762 adds: ‘and the expression “trailer” means carriage constructed or 
adapted for being drawn by a mechanically propelled carriage.’ 

Thus, in the Army Act, the term ‘mechanically propelled carriage’ is used to embrace all such 
vehicles and the term ‘motor’ or ‘mechanical’ transport is not used at all. The RMT's name probably 
derives from the Reserve Mechanically Propelled Carriage Transport Company (or Column). 

In the index to the Manual of Military Law one reads: ‘Motors. (See Carriages.)’ 

 
2 Soldiers made up words for all bugle calls except the last call at night, Last Post. C. E. Montague, 

in Disenchantment, calls it ‘that most lovely and melancholy of calls, the noble death of each day's life, a 
sound moving about hither and thither, like a veiled figure making gestures both stately and tender, 
among the dim thoughts that we have about death the approaching extinguisher—resignation and 
sadness and unfulfilment and triumph all coming back to the overbearing sense of extinction in those two 
recurrent notes of “Lights Out”. One listens as if with bowed mind….’ 

3 Lt-Col G. H. Whyte, OBE, ED, m.i.d.; Te Puke; born Pahiatua, 23 Aug 1895; company 
representative; 3 Auck 4 Bde and ASC I Bde 1917–19; OC 4 RMT Coy Nov 1939–19 Jan 1941; CRASC 5 
Div (in NZ) Dec 1942–May 1943; CO Trg Bn, Trentham, Nov 1943–Oct 1944. 

4 Capt F. H. Muller, MC; Hamilton; born NZ 18 Mar 1905; engine driver; wounded and p.w. Apr 1941. 
5 Maj B. A. N. Woods; Wellington; born NZ 2 Jul 1892; traveller; I NZEF (Auck Mtd Rifles and Anglo-

Russian Armd Car Bde); OC ASC Comp Coy 7 Nov–1 Dec 1940, Base Sup Coy 10 Dec 1940–10 Feb 
1941, 4 RMT Coy 10 Feb–26 Jun 1941. 

6 Maj R. E. Broberg, ED; Wellington; born Wellington, 5 Mar 1909; mechanical engineer; wounded 
24 Apr 1941; senior inspector of munitions, Army HQ, (NZ), 1943–45. 

7 Capt J. A. McAlpine, MBE, MC; born Ashburton, 26 May 1910; farmer; OC 4 RMT Coy 19 Jan–10 
Feb 1941; killed in action 18 Apr 1941. 

8 Maj G. G. Good, OBE, m.i.d.; Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia; born New South Wales, 14 Nov 1913; 
dental mechanic; OC 6 RMT Coy 2 Feb 1942–11 Sep 1943, NZASC Base Trg Depot 11 Sep 1943–22 Apr 
1944, Pet Coy 7 May–20 Jul 1944. 

9 Capt C. W. Rhodes; Hastings; born Dunedin, 20 Jul 1904; engineer; p.w. 1 Jun 1941. 
10 WO II H. T. Upton; Auckland; born Auckland, 27 Aug 1910; warehouseman; p.w. 28 Nov 1941. 
11 Films shown on the voyage: ‘Air Hostess’, ‘Two in a Crowd’, ‘After the Thin Man’, ‘Anything Goes’, 

‘Roman Scandals’, ‘Kid Millions’, ‘The Street Singer's Serenade’, ‘Man in Possession’, and ‘Breezing 
Home’. 

12 Here, and in the desert, men had sand trays (long metal troughs) and the far more useful sand 
mats (canvas strips with wooden battens) for getting stuck trucks out of loose sand, and one tow rope 
among six trucks. While in the desert the RMT had mud tires (with deep herringbone grooves); re–
equipping for Greece, the company was given sand tires (wide, flat–surfaced tires with a very shallow 
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tread) for the Balkan mud. Similarly, drivers spent the first cold winter in shorts and shirts and, with the 
return of good weather in Greece, received battle dress. 

13 Cpl R. S. Tripp; Paraparaumu; born NZ 1 Sep 1907; railway porter; twice wounded. 
14 Fresh vegetables issued were C3 in quality and quantity, so for some weeks a Company 

Headquarters truck was sent weekly to Alexandria, where vegetables were bought with canteen funds. 
15 Cpl W. F. Tanner; Marton; born Auckland, 16 Aug 1898; works foreman; wounded 26 May 1941. 
16 Rev. V. R. Jamieson, MBE, m.i.d.; Christchurch; born Lower Hutt, 22 Mar 1904; Methodist 

minister. 
17 Dvr G. McMillan; Christchurch; born Waddington, 22 Apr 1908; clerk; p.w. 1 Jun 1941. 
18 In sandstorms such convoys of 6 to 12 trucks froze in their tracks until the sky began to clear. 

Watching the way the wind blew helped keep a sense of direction. 
19 Capt W. G. McDonagh, m.i.d.; born Ireland, 13 Oct 1897; motor engineer; killed in action 20 May 

1941. 
20 Maj J. D. Fenton, MBE, m.i.d.; Wellington; born Waitara, 24 Jul 1912; foreman motor mechanic; 

wounded 2 Jun 1944; Deputy Assistant Director Mechanical Engineering, CMD, Apr 1947–. 
21 A three-tonner's average load was about three tons of freight, or about 620 gallons of petrol, or 25 

men without kit or equipment, or 20 with equipment, or 18 fully equipped with kitbags, or 30 prisoners of 
war or native labourers. 

22 Cpl O. T. Pussell, m.i.d.; born Feilding, 12 Feb 1917; battery assembler; twice wounded; died of 
wounds 25 Dec 1940. 

23 Dvr J. A. Graham; Hamilton; born NZ 25 Jul 1915; insurance clerk; wounded 18 Jul 1940. 
24 Dvr C. L. Andrews; Auckland; born New Plymouth, 27 Apr 1907; commission agent; wounded 18 

Jul 1940. 
25 Dvr G. R. Osborn; born London, 27 Jan 1907; truck driver; killed in action 13 Sep 1940. 
26 S-Sgt T. W. Gill, BEM; Wellington; born Shannon, 9 Nov 1907; bus driver. 
27 Dvr N. W. Townsend, m.i.d.; Te Kuiti; born Ireland, 11 Feb 1906; motor mechanic; wounded May 

1941. 
28 Cpl J. A. Walding, m.i.d.; Mamaku; born NZ 8 Apr 1907; butcher. 
29 Cpl A. W. J. Brumby; Auckland; born Wellington, 1 Nov 1917; fitter and turner. 
30 Dvr W. H. T. Lupton; Te Awamutu; born Auckland, 7 Jun 1905; blacksmith; twice wounded; p.w. 

22 Jul 1942; escaped 7 May 1944. 
31 Dvr J. C. S. Logie; Dunedin; born Gore, 30 Oct 1905; PWD ganger; p.w. 27 Apr 1941. 
 
 

 

4TH AND 6TH RESERVE MECHANICAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES 

CHAPTER 2 — FIRST DESERT CAMPAIGN 

DURING late November 1940 4 RMT, right away from New Zealand command and attached to Western 
Desert Force headquarters, was working for the genuine old British sweats, the original Desert Rats, who 
had their modest insignia, a red rat sitting up on its haunches, painted on their vehicles. RMT's Company 
Headquarters and Workshops were stationed at Fuka. A Section was working on supplies 
from Fuka forward. B Section was in the desert building up and maintaining a petrol sub-park 
below Garawla, and was also establishing a reserve dump of over a million gallons further south, with 
eight-gallon cases mostly buried to ground level and camouflaged with camel-thorn.1 C Section was at Bir 
Abu Batta, working with RASC7 Armoured Division, transporting rations, petrol, ammunition, and 
ordnance stores. At the end of the month C Section rejoined the company at Fuka.2 Then Headquarters, 
A, C, and Workshops Sections moved to Smugglers' Cove, near Mersa Matruh, and checked vehicles. 

Something was in the air all right. 

B Section, still busy around its petrol park, noticed three big straws in the wind. First of all stocks of 
diesel fuel arrived at the railhead at Qasaba for storage in dumps. Diesel oil could only mean one thing: 
tanks. Next the RQMS turned up from 7 Royal Tank Regiment to arrange for delivery of diesel fuel for I 
tanks—tremendous 25-ton marvels—15 miles an hour or so flat out—25-pounder shells just bounced 
off'em—invincible. They were moving up quietly each night and passed almost through B Section's lines. 
Drivers supplied them with fuel and oil daily. 
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Finally, on 27 and 28 November, trucks carrying petrol up to forward positions were switched from the 
usual route because of manoeuvres with live ammunition. The men on these manoeuvres were Indian 
troops in Cypriot trucks with 7 Royal Tanks. They were rehearsing a battle sequence. Rumour had it that 
the live ammunition disconcerted the Cypriot drivers, who beetled off, and the battle was lost without 
opposition. Anyway B Section was immediately afterwards sent to rejoin the unit at Smugglers' Cove, 
arriving there about 1 December. This was the first time the whole 4 RMT Company had been together for 
many weeks. One truck in each sub-section (one in every six) was fitted with brackets to hold four 
stretchers. Everyone knew what that meant. 

Quietly and without fuss in the afternoon of 5 December A, B, and C Sections moved from 
Smugglers' Cove along the road towards Alexandria. The 100-odd trucks left the road near Garawla and 
turned south into the desert to an area known as Naghamish. Here guides met sections and led them in 
groups through the dusk to battalion areas. Now, and for some memorable days to come, 4 RMT was 
dispersed among and entirely at the disposal of units of 5 Brigade of 4 Indian Division. A Section went to 1 
Royal Fusiliers who, with years of service in India, had a wonderful store of yarns and experiences. B 
Section went to 4/6 Rajputana Rifles, C Section to 3/1 Punjab Regiment. 

‘The place at first sight seemed to be deserted, and it was hard to find even traces of the existence 
of a camp,’ says George Sheddan.3 ‘Those boys knew their stuff with camouflage. The ground just 
opened up and disgorged Indian soldiers in their hundreds. They could hide themselves behind two grains 
of sand.’ When he and Cyril Spiers4 opened a bright conversation with a bunch of Punjabis by saying 
‘Boukra Mussolini kullos’, one answered by drawing a bayonet and pulling it across his throat. The two 
gathered that the Punjabis’ one ambition was ‘to get into action and take somebody to bits to see how he 
worked’. 

In the dark and in the weird creeping grey of approaching dawn the fighting men embussed and the 
RMT moved off towards the world's first desert war between two fully mechanised armies. 

The day came wrapped in cold and cloud. A raw wind drove stinging bits of sand into the faces of 
the troops. Once out of camp the vehicles travelled south and, later in the day, west, heading over open 
desert well inland from the comfortable coastal road. They covered some 50 miles before stopping for the 
night a few miles west of Siwa Track, and 30 or so miles south of the coastal road. All trucks moved in air 
formation, no truck nearer than 250 yards to any other. The RMT had often moved like this lately. As 
usual, while the front of the convoy quite probably was moving at a steady and sedate eight miles in the 
hour, the rear was alternately halted or belting along about 40 miles an hour, each driver mortally afraid of 
losing sight of the vehicle in front. This concertina action of convoys, never really mastered, seemed to be 
unaccountable. At times, one man remembers, it looked like a gold rush on the Klondyke. Drivers, flat out, 
avoiding bumps by quick twists of the steering wheel, feared springs would snap like carrots. 

The host drove west. The Petrol Age was going to war. Describing a typical section move on this 
day, an RMT sergeant said: 

During one stop I climbed up on the cab roof and looked around. The wind and sand had subsided 
and as far as I could see on all sides were vehicles moving—one can see a long way across a flat clear 
desert from a truck roof. Two other brigades were moving at the same time along parallel routes. I shall 
never forget that view. Some trucks were so far off they appeared stationary except that there was a tiny 
puff of dust behind them. All were moving westwards—Italianwards. There weren't sufficient supplies in 
the Western Desert to warrant a manoeuvre of this scope: we were obviously up to something shrewd. 

After about 50 miles we just stopped. No one came near us or told us anything so my cobber and I 
investigated and found that the troops were here for the night. Further search revealed the Section cook's 
30-cwt. truck. George Cashmere5 was No. 1 cook at this time and he heated up stew and tea. We set out 
to find the Section trucks—all 40-odd.6 

We travelled miles feeding the brutes. Darkness fell with no stars. We received directions at each 
truck where the next one was. We wandered from one truck to another, 300 yds between, until we 
reached the last at about 10 pm. Then where were we? Where was George's cook truck? We lay on the 
ground trying to see the silhouette of something, but not even a snake stuck up its head. There was of 
course an issue of prismatic compasses to our Company but the officers had those—all three of them. So 
we drove off in the direction dictated by the average of our three instincts. The desert was cluttered for 
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miles with transport but we saw none of it until much later we met of all people Captain Good, our own 
Section commander, within 100 yards of George's cook truck— amazing navigation!—but not ours. 

Next day, 7 December, the news was out officially: a fullscale attack was to be made any time now 
on the Italian camps around Sidi Barrani. No advance took place this day. Sub-sections, with their 
companies of troops, practised movements required for the battle: ‘trucks to advance to within 500 yards 
of the perimeter of Italian Camps and infantry to debus and advance to positions on foot.’ 

The average RMT truck now looked something like this. The 20 Indian passengers (1 corporal, 19 
privates) had puckered up the canvas and lashed it round the centre support. This left the framework 
bare. A Bren gun was slung above the cab roof, while rifles and assorted kit hung from all along the 
exposed canopy framework. This left room for anti-aircraft work by all hands. 

The words two paragraphs back, ‘sub-sections, with their companies of troops, practised movements 
required for the battle’, cover a multitude of activities and explain something of the cocky ‘Up Guards and 
at ‘em’ air about Wavell's 1940 campaign. As the war developed, to co-ordinate manoeuvring infantry, 
RMT trucks, and so on, sheaves of plans and reports and diagrams and lectures would pile up. Days 
would pass on patient and not-so-patient manoeuvres. Excruciatingly detailed arrangements would be 
made about lights, rendezvous, signposts, guides, engineers, military police, movement tables (or charts), 
bulldozers, flags, radio, precise times, and so on. For our first desert attack the RMT was given exactly 
one day with its infantry to practise ‘movements required for the battle’. 

The manoeuvres, a bare 48 hours before the battle, and now described by Sergeant Thomson,7 
would have sent General Montgomery reeling in his caravan. There would never again be anything like 
this in the Desert. The untried RMT was about to establish in battle the first foundations of the 2 NZEF's 
reputation for initiative, dependability, and honest-to-God common sense. 

None of the Indians with us could talk a word of English and none of us knew any Hindustani (or 
whatever it was).8 There were six 4 RMT trucks carrying B Company. The only other vehicle was an 
Austin company truck with a driver and two Indian officers. They knew no English. B Company had no 
white officers at all. When it came to practising our manoeuvres the Subedar (Indian officer) explained it to 
the Rajput corporal riding on our truck and then, for our benefit, drew a diagram with chalk (which we 
supplied) on our front mudguard. He could write numbers our way and he used up his complete English 
vocabulary: ‘This my platoon truck,’ pointing at his sketch of it. We then passed on what we reckoned he 
had said to the other drivers in our subsection. When he used up our supply of chalk we managed the 
diagram in the sand with our fingers. The whole thing looked something like this: 

 
 

Incidentally for the next few days we received no orders at all in English. Various patterns of the 
above cropped up almost hourly; distances and formations were constantly changed for no reason 
apparent to us. 
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For the manoeuvres we in the leading RMT trucks had a hazy idea of what was wanted. We were to 
follow behind the Subedar in his ‘This my platoon truck’ according to the chalk plan on the mudguard. The 
desert here, not far west of the Siwa Track, was flat and hard and pebbly. So we set off at a very sedate 
speed. There was no flying sand, the sun was shining cheerfully; we were feeling pleasantly warm for 
once; we were relaxed and cosy—until ‘This my platoon truck’ stopped suddenly! The Subedar sprang to 
earth facing us and flapping his wings like a demented duck. The passengers began attacking the cab 
roof with fists and rifle butts so we stopped. I got out to see what the hell was up. I stepped back 
alongside the truck and was nearly brained. Rifles, picks and shovels, boots and tin hats with Rajputs 
sandwiched between, all hurtled over the side and the tailboard. They ran violently in all directions for 
some yards, dug ferociously, and in no time at all were all down off the horizon, peering along rifle sights. 
These Indian troops certainly trained well, seriously and thoroughly—everything done strictly according to 
the book. 

Eventually we got going and did it again. This time we were ready. As soon as the Subedar sprang 
ashore flapping, I put on my tin hat for protection, dashed round the back and let down the tailboard, only 
to find they had pulled the pins and let it go with a rush. So I stood there and handed some out. One wee 
man reached down both hands to me and I lifted him down. Another tall stiff specimen gravely handed me 
his shovel and insisted that I steady him in his descent. We did this pantomime several times and then, 
quite unexpectedly, the demented duck was replaced by a penguin impersonation. 

This time the troops bailed out as before but without shovels. They set off ahead over the sands with 
fixed bayonets at a steady, determined pace for a few hundred yards. This was the final assault 
apparently. They looked good and reliable to me. As before everything was correctly and conscientiously 
done. After capturing the enemy's camp a couple of times we drove back to our bivouac area for the night. 
One disconcerting factor was that we drivers of B Company never knew what was likely to happen next. 
There were no English officers to tell us if, for example, we would be halted long enough to do some 
minor adjustment to the truck, or at what time we would need to be ready tomorrow. The Indians would all 
leave without a comprehensible word, and would as PAGE 25suddenly return and want to be carried on. 
This isn't the best way to treat New Zealand drivers, who give of their best when they know all that is 
required of them and, if possible, why. 

So 7 December got us nowhere positionally, but we certainly had moved along technically to 
establish teamwork. 

Two instances illustrate the rapid New Zealand-Indian settling-down process. One was a fluke. An 
RMT NCO saw a horned viper, a sandy-coloured snake about a foot long with a large triangular head. 
This snake, usually seen curled up and poised threateningly, leaps diagonally, jumping just a little higher 
than the top of a man's half-puttees. On a sudden whim the RMT man took a flying kick at the snake, 
luckily half-stunned it, nipped it behind the neck and, with its tongue still flickering, showed it to his 
truckload of Indians who, far from being interested, all cringed away. Surprised, he told an Anglo-Indian 
warrant officer and received the reply: ‘So'd you cringe if you came from a country where thousands die 
from snakebites every year.’ After this the Indians would do anything for the RMT man. The RMT man 
would do anything to avoid more vipers. 

The other instance concerns Driver ‘Nugget’ Parnell9 who, after driving many weary miles, became 
increasingly vexed because the Indian corporal would pound on the roof of the cab and shout angrily and 
unintelligibly when he swerved a mite off course to miss a great bush, rock, or hole. It eventually became 
too much. Nugget at length stopped his truck (and the following convoy), clambered out and addressed 
the passengers passionately. If they left him alone, he said in effect, he would get them to their battle in 
good order. He had been driving trucks for a very long time. He was only considering their comfort and the 
well-being of his vehicle in not charging great mountains of rock. And if they didn't shut up their bloody 
caterwauling and their crashing in of the roof, he'd drive the blasted truck into the next damn hole he could 
find and leave them there to rot! The Indians recognised not a word but they grasped the idea, and 
Nugget was left for the remainder of the campaign to navigate in peace.10 

On 8 December, the day before battle, the whole division moved undetected about another 50 miles, 
heading for the gap between Alam Nibeiwa Camp and Bir el Rabia Camp. 

No supplies—not a crumb of food, not a drop of petrol, not a mouthful of water—had reached 
several of the RMT lorries since they left Smugglers' Cove. This was a brigade fault; once attached to the 
infantry, each RMT section became part of the battalion for all purposes. Fortunately RMT's early training 
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in desert-craft (or ‘desert-graft’) paid off handsomely now for these forgotten men. Each truck had its extra 
built-in lockers groaning with tins. In the past no truck had ever gone out on a job without two spare cases 
of petrol (16 gallons), but on this advance all drivers had tucked away four extra cases. Each truck had an 
official emergency ration (almost a petrol tin full of tinned stuff and biscuits), and every man had his store 
of illicit grub. For months the RMT policy had been: any emergency rations used up on a job had to be 
replaced at the first chance, and no silly questions asked. RMT men seldom missed a chance to relieve 
bulk ration dumps of a case here and there. This mostly went into cooks' stores to supplement the meals, 
or was spread among reserve food in the trucks. Explaining the RMT attitude a driver says: ‘For months 
we had been handling rations but the only stuff ratted was bulk. No man tampered with food broken down 
for a specific number of men in a unit up front. That got to its destination complete to the last dried pea, 
and it stayed that way. So although on our first advance our own HQ vehicles were unable to find all of us, 
scattered for miles as we were, we existed OK due to our earlier training.’ 

The day was dull and cold and sandy. The RMT moved in fits and starts. Trucks tore madly across 
rough ground for a few miles, drivers worrying over front springs, only to halt for varying and unspecified 
periods nowhere in particular. The expected enemy attack from the air did not come, except for one or two 
negligible sallies around the Tummar camps. The most cautious air formation in the history of desert 
movement was not tested. Drivers were full of admiration for their passengers, huddled together for 
warmth, thrown and bashed about as the trucks bounded from hummock to boulder, and exposed to flying 
sand whipped up by the icy wind. By the end of the day, when they were about 15 to 20 miles southward 
of Nibeiwa, Fusiliers and Indians were so stiff they could scarcely walk. 

Before bedding down for the night regimental officers addressed the New Zealand drivers, showed 
maps of the proposed battle areas, outlined the complete operation, gave detailed requirements, and 
made plain that everything depended on trucks being able to get troops up to battle. Major Whyte, with 
three battalion commanders, attended the Brigadier's conference. The operation was discussed in full. 
The leading battalion (in A Section's trucks) had to debus 500 yards from the perimeter. Trucks would 
have no trace of cover coming or going. When the troops left, trucks would turn about in groups of two, 
one ahead of the other, to reduce the target. The front truck would get some protection from the one 
behind from small-arms fire. 

B Section drivers were rounded up and paraded before the Rajput's commanding officer, Lieutenant-
Colonel L. B. Jones. A man present wrote: 

We looked a motley crew. Every driver had four days' growth of beard. Our uniforms were anything but 
uniform. This was a sore point at the time. We'd been attached to the British for months. When we sent 
to Maadi for clothing replacements they said: ‘Get your gear from the British’ and the British said, ‘Oh, but 
we can't supply New Zealanders.’ So we scrounged what clobber we could, and air raids while carting to 
Field Ordnance Depots were always helpful. Colonel Jones, not seeming to notice anything peculiar, 
made us sit down, put us all at our ease immediately, and explained his problems very patiently. 

He told us A and C Sections were concerned with the Italian camp, Tummar West. He told us that 
we were to take the Rajputs in to the attack on a neighbouring Italian camp, Tummar East. He outlined the 
general plan of the whole attack on Sidi Barrani and surrounding outposts—he showed us everything on 
an outline PAGE 28PAGE 29map on a blackboard. He gave us an estimated timetable of the operation, 
and told us what ‘Intelligence’ knew of the enemy strengths and placements. He explained our own 
special task in the assault and mentioned he was greatly understaffed with ‘white’ officers. He was relying 
on us drivers to give the required example to the Indians when things warmed up. He said: ‘Would you 
give them a cheer when they go into the attack? You will find them very steady and good soldiers once 
they get going. So would you give them some vocal encouragement as they leave the trucks?’ 
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ATTACK ON THE TUMMAR FORTS, DECEMBER 1940 

 
We all felt very bucked, very honoured, and rather important. We all thought very highly of Colonel 

Jones and his understanding of New Zealanders. We couldn't possibly fall down on the job now we had 
been entrusted with virtually the success of the whole operation.11 

That night was particularly dark, cold, and at times noisy. An uproar flared ahead. This was merely a 
diversion. Some Indians had sneaked up on the eastern side (or front) of Nibeiwa Camp to fire a few 
shots, and the Italians had supplied enough panic and tumult to cover the noise of our tanks and 
truckloads of other troops passing round the south and up to the western side (or rear) of this perimeter 
camp ready for the early morning attack. 

The last flares died in the distance. Total blackness pressed down over all the machines of war and 
over all the sleeping soldiers. All became calm and still. 

But Corporal Tinker,12 who on the way up had eaten a tin of spaghetti, a tin of beans, oranges, a tin 
of sardines, a tin of M and V, a tin of herrings, a tin of milk, and one and a half tins of pineapple chunks, 
wrote in his diary next morning: ‘Up several times during night—crook guts.’ 

Expectant, tense, each driver hugging his own secret thoughts (wondering Will I be any good, will I 
do my block, will I get killed, will I get hit here, here, or—worst of all—here?), A, B and C Sections 
sneaked with the dawn south, west, then north out of range past Nibeiwa, the Italians' southernmost 
camp, 18 miles from their stronghold of Sidi Barrani. Drivers and passengers waited, but not for long. 
From the east they heard a sudden roar of attack—the Empire's first offensive—as tanks and 7 Armoured 
Division troops fell upon the unsuspecting Italians at Nibeiwa and seized, after a short clash, the surprised 
camp with over 2000 prisoners. Drivers stood around watching the artillery bombardment raising the dust 
and smoke on a distant mound. Then they saw an astonishing sight. Down one end of the low skyline 
moved a dark green wall—a solid unbroken endless mass of Italian prisoners, hundreds upon hundreds of 
them, marching out. A great caterpillar of humanity. 

Hell, eh! Here's something to write home about! 

On now to the same treatment at Tummar West. Every time the trucks stopped the Indians leapt out 
and dug themselves in madly all round each truck. The area, pocked with a mass of slit trenches, added 
to the natural hazards of desert driving. Sand began to move early in the day, the wind whipping the 
churned-up surface. From time to time squadrons of tanks passed through the RMT, or waited with the 
trucks in a shallow wadi before their next venture. An I tank cruising along through the sand threw up a 
bow wave like a battleship; all you could see was the heavily armoured turret and upperworks, with the 
squat, menacing gun. One tank had the barrel of its gun peeled back in four strips like a banana—
probably a premature explosion. 
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And so to the assembly point, and the first New Zealand charge of the Second World War. A Section 
would lead the attack with the Fusiliers; C Section would follow with the Punjabis; B Section was reserved 
for another task. 

A Section's lorries formed up facing the Tummar West camp, about three miles away. Some NCOs 
went from truck to truck, chatting with their drivers, ready to change any man who might be jittery. 
‘Unnecessary precaution,’ reported one NCO. ‘All were as steady as though on parade, and only showed 
their excitement by their eyes and a desire to be on the move.’ 

Every man knew the story. Our artillery would lay down a barrage at 12.30 p.m., as the new I tanks, 
interspersed with lorry-loads of infantry, moved off to attack Tummar West. Cap- tain Fisher, of the 
Fusiliers, would lead, with A Section loaded with Fusiliers following immediately behind him, the lorries 
staggered and slightly dispersed. Platoon commanders would ride in the cabs with the No. 1 driver, and 
the No. 2 driver would sit on the edge of the body of the vehicle next to the driver's door. If the driver 
stopped one the emergency driver (No. 2) would open the door, tumble out the stricken man, and take his 
place. 

The infantry tanks formed up and the anti-aircraft gunners watched for a possible air attack. The 
wind was bitterly cold. The rum issue was doubly acceptable. Corporal Jones13 wrote: 

At last the tanks were in position and I made a last check of the vehicles, wishing all the drivers 
‘Good luck!’ The tank crews stood up and gave the ‘thumbs up’ sign which was returned by our troops. 
Then the lids of the tanks closed and we began to move forward in huge extended line. As this massive 
mechanised fleet moved into attack huge dust clouds rose and almost immediately the Italian artillery let 
go with everything it had. As we got closer the fear of minefields became uppermost in our minds but not 
one vehicle was blown up. 

The air was now filled with howling, screaming shells and bursting shrapnel. Fountains of sand rose 
up. I looked at the Tommies who were yelling something about ‘Look at the bloody fireworks!’ I looked at 
my driver, a veteran driver from Gisborne, and thought to myself: ‘All hell won't stop Nick.’ 

We were now in sight of the Italian camp. The enemy could see us clearly and fired madly with 
everything he could bring to bear, including anti-aircraft guns and small arms. Our tanks were returning 
the fire now. They would lurch to a standstill and after a second's pause the whole forepart of the tank 
would appear to belch orange flame. No individual shot could be heard because the thunder of guns and 
exploding shells and the roaring, clanking tanks merged into just one terrific inferno of sound. 

An Indian lorry [near us] was hit but still kept moving although casualties on board were obviously 
heavy. Suddenly one of our own lorries, to my immediate left, was enveloped in a cloud of smoke and 
dust. ‘God!’ I thought, ‘they've got poor Clarky.’ He was only a boy, not yet 21 and a favourite in the sub-
section. Then almost immediately I saw his lorry lurch out of the dustcloud, and on. 

The leading vehicle, increasing speed, looked as if it was almost going to charge into the enemy 
rock fortifications. Suddenly this lorry stopped and out sprang Captain Fisher armed with rifle and 
bayonet. Our vehicle slithered to a standstill. Troops poured out and charged while the lorries sat like 
sitting birds…. After a while, the second phase of the attack came, and the second wave of attackers, 
Indians from C Section's trucks came through, to be joined by armed drivers who were keen ‘to go in and 
get an Eyetie, too'…. When the firing died down and before we moved our lorries we paced the distance 
from the nearest Italian guns to our position: exactly 120 paces. God must have been with us that day. It's 
almost unbelievable gunners could have missed our vehicles at such a short range. 

Probably the Italians, totally unprepared for attack in the rear, in their panic completely forgot to 
lower their sights. 

Major Whyte, moving up in the attack, noticed about 2000 yards were passed before the enemy 
woke up. Enemy artillery landed a salvo wide on the right, then another wide on the left, and then camc 
uncomfortably close to the target. At about 1000 yards rifles and machine guns lining the perimeter 
opened fire. The major, now most anxious—and later, most proud—reached a point he thought was the 
line to debus, 500 yards from the perimeter. In his own words, ‘Instead of stopping, every lorry speeded 
up to its maximum and kept on for at least another 400 yards. This was an anxious moment but nothing 
could be done. At last the halt came, and on the perimeter guns of all calibre were still in action … then I 
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saw, dammit, RMT drivers grab their own rifles and go in too over the low stone breastwork…. During this 
operation the RMT did not suffer a single casualty. Some tyres were burst, many of the lorries were 
scarred and one had 68 holes in it.’ 

C Section, also driving through heavy fire without casualties, quickly brought up the second wave of 
attackers. The Punjabis climbed out, chanting weirdly. This eerie chant or wail made Driver 
Beaton's14 hair stand on end. Then he heard sobbing from the back of his lorry and found a sick 
Indian, broken-hearted because his comrades had left him behind. ‘He almost cried his heart out and I 
could not pacify him,’ said Beaton. 

Meanwhile ‘Lead was flying thick and fast,’ said Sheddan, ‘and we no sooner got our heads up to 
see what was going on than we had to flatten out again. Until the Punjabis reached the Eyetie lines the 
enemy kept up a fairly steady fire, but then the tune changed, and through a pair of field glasses 
belonging to Sergeant Gay15 I plainly saw Eyeties dropping their rifles, deserting machine-gun nests, and 
running down the slope in hundreds with their hands up.’ 

Among some of the RMT men who disobeyed orders, left their trucks, and followed in behind the 
Indians, was one of the youngest members of the company, ‘Ginger’ Wingham,16 of Christchurch. Ginger 
had collected an automatic pistol in his travels, and with this firmly in hand he entered a dugout occupied 
by five Italian officers. Flourishing his revolver superbly, Ginger ordered them out. One officer eyed him up 
and down, cleared his throat, and said in Oxford English: ‘Don't worry, sonny, we won't hurt you.’ Ginger, 
piqued, got them out—at the double. 

The attack had begun at 12.30 p.m., to synchronise with the Italians' lunch period when, it was 
hoped, the defences would be lightly manned. Intelligence assumed the camp would be taken completely 
by surprise. They were right. The Fusiliers had pressed hotly into an alarmed and confused enemy 
expecting and prepared for an assault from the east. The Fusiliers did not take long to clear the first half of 
the camp. The Punjabis, following up, found resistance in the remaining half of the camp much stronger, 
for the Italians had rallied to some extent. The Punjabis (an RMT man with them here and there) pushed 
on doggedly, rooting Italians from dugouts, rounding up prisoners and surrendering parties, and silencing 
one by one various strongpoints. By about four o'clock Tummar West was ours, except for some isolated 
strongpoints and a few machine-gun posts on the eastern perimeter. 

As resistance faltered and faded, B Section's turn approached. 

This section was not concerned with Tummar West and had kept on to the north, to halt west of and 
just above the besieged camp. These drivers were to take the Rajputanas past the north flank of Tummar 
West, once the camp had fallen, and carry on to seize Tummar East. Little did they know that the enemy, 
equally startled, would meet them half-way. The start line was within sight of Tummar West, but some 
distance from and out of sight of Tummar East. Some shells from Tummar West fell disconcertingly, but 
harmlessly, among the convoy during the move up to the start at 2 p.m. Don (‘Shortie’) 
Sutherland's17 truck vanished clean out of sight in sand and smoke, apparently having received a direct 
hit, until, unharmed, it bounded out of the dust cloud, still holding formation. The trucks moved off to the 
attack at 4.20 p.m., covered one and a half to two miles, and then ran slap-bang into Italian infantry on 
foot. The RMT had hit a counter-attack coming out from Tummar East to the relief of its sister camp. While 
three companies of Rajputanas and their RMT drivers smartly debussed to engage the force 
from Tummar East, the fourth company entered Tummar West from the north-east to help quell resistance 
centred round some Italian light tanks. By 5.30 p.m. all resistance was quietened. It was then too dark to 
continue to advance, so trucks and drivers laagered with their companies. 

While B Section had been passing Tummar West, the subsection on the southern flank, in danger of 
running into an anti-tank ditch, was forced to break formation and drive in line, almost nose-to-tail. Directly 
on the other side of the ditch three or four light Italian tanks suddenly appeared, fired at point-blank range, 
and merely nicked a Punjabi in the heel. These trucks ran into a curtain of fire from the last strongpoints 
by the camp's eastern perimeter. The Subedar stopped his truck, ‘This time imitated a pelican,’ and 
vanished completely. On his own initiative, Sergeant Thomson organised an attack and led his Rajputs 
until they linked with the Punjabis. For this brave act Thomson (backed up by most of his drivers) received 
the DCM. (Thomson, later finding one of his drivers missing, searched anxiously, and finally discovered 
him in a bottle-strewn dugout arm-in-arm with an Italian. The two were singing unsteadily ‘Stormy 
Weather’.) 
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From late afternoon until well into the night various parties of RMT men picked their way through the 
conquered camp while ponderous I0-ton lorries filled with ammunition blazed and exploded. A huge dump 
of fireworks made ironic carnival. Dense clouds of smoke hung over the camp and dead men, documents, 
abandoned weapons, and equipment lay everywhere. Pitiful cries came from the wounded and the dying. 
Among the shambles delighted mules gorged away at stores of forage. One greedy beast, partly treading 
on the remains of his ex-master, wrenched eagerly at a bale of straw. 

A party from A Section, finding its weary Fusiliers and learning that the cooks' truck was lost as 
usual, brewed up and gave them tea and food. An A Section corporal joined them, deeply distressed at 
what he had just seen. There was one bunch of Italian officers under guard, he said, and another bunch 
was marched over to them. They recognised cobbers and wept and embraced and started kissing each 
other! Tinker, in B Section, treated his suffering stomach to a tin of Italian fruit salad, while others, 
pocketing Italian cigarettes and putting aside bottles of mineral waters, sampled tinned Italian tunny fish, 
sardines, a jellied meat which was probably horse, and a pleasing mess of macaroni with tomato sauce 
and cheese. And, of course, wine and more wine. More ambitious loot included neat-looking pistols and 
watches, but the fountain pens were deplorable affairs. Set aside as curiosities for air-mailing home in the 
non-censored green envelopes were 50 and 100 lire notes, bearing the picture of a rather apologetic 
Italian king, and only later did many a driver realise with a curse that these notes were worth real money 
in Cairo. Sheddan, with another C Section man, flashed a torch into a dugout and flushed two prisoners. 
Offered a smoke, one prisoner gave in return a fine photograph of himself. 

But souvenir collecting was only part of the story. Drivers also turned their hand to first aid and 
helped gather wounded. 

Lieutenant Allan Lomas,18 a New Zealand medical officer attached to 4 RMT Company, assisted by 
his medical orderly, Driver Jack Prichard,19 worked for twelve hours without food or rest. Part of the time 
they were under fire. They attended to the wounded of both sides, and for their work Lomas received the 
MC and Prichard the MM. 

Shocked at the sight of some of the wounds and realising for the first time what a mess shell 
fragments and grenades can make of a human body, a New Zealander later wondered about the people 
in war factories who made these things. Perhaps they made them with the radio playing dance tunes, 
music-while-you-work stuff, ‘Run Rabbit Run’ and ‘Roll Out the Barrel’. 

For a while drivers helped the Indians guard great mobs of Italian and Libyan prisoners.20 It was 
impossible not to feel pity for these wretched, swarthy little men with their battered cardboard suitcases 
and their thin, inferior uniforms. The dull rumble and murmur of their talk got monotonous in time. Against 
this background nearby prisoners could be heard calling out, and into the night cries continued, strangely 
similar to sheep bleating in a shed: Santa Maria … Bruno! … Antonio … Acqua, 
Acqua! … Presto … Antonio, Antonio, … Mamma mia…. 

Bigger actions by far were to follow. ‘But this was our first action and we are proud of it,’ writes a 
driver. ‘There never is another battle like your first.’ 

Next morning B Section grouped together and with the Rajputs resumed the interrupted advance 
on Tummar East, entering the almost deserted camp unopposed. The Indians rounded up the stray 
Italians and the trucks were dispersed inside the perimeter. But all was not over yet. The enemy still held 
out at Point 90 Camp, about three miles south-east. From there he ranged his artillery on Tummar East. 
After undergoing nearly three hours of almost continuous shelling, the RMT section was ordered back a 
mile, to be joined by the infantry. Only one Indian had been wounded and not a truck was hit. In the late 
afternoon the Rajputs moved towards Sidi Barrani. Next day, 11 December, in a fast move, the section 
took off with the Rajputs to assist the attack on Point 90 Camp, which fell with almost no opposition. This 
was the last spot of trouble. 

In the meantime trucks were taken from A, B, and C Sections for a further move after dark. The idea 
was to take Sofafi Camp, to the south. The way led through enemy minefields in pitch darkness. After 
about a couple of hours' travelling news came through that the Italians had abandoned Sofafi. Drivers 
pulled up and parked for the night, revelling in the first decent sleep for nearly a week. 

While this was going on a second RMT group, together with vehicles from other companies and 
several captured lorries, had loaded prisoners (including several hundred officers and one general) and 
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set off for the cage at Mersa Matruh, with Captain Broberg navigating. The route lay south of Nibeiwa. The 
convoy, heading cautiously along a much-used track, spotted a recently mined lorry. Major Whyte, 
suspicious, investigated the track and found three mines. While these were being removed, two Italian 
officers under guard came up from an RMT truck in a big hurry. One said breathlessly in English: ‘This 
area is mined. In our interests as well as yours, it is right that we should tell you.’ 

‘You put’ em in, you take ‘em out,’ answered Major Whyte. The Italians did, and then led the whole 
convoy safely through the minefield. 

‘I later yarned with the English-speaking officer and questioned him about Tummar West,’ said the 
Major. ‘He told me they were completely taken by surprise, and the boldness of our attack in transport 
caused a panic effect which accounted for us getting off so lightly.’ 

‘The trip was tough and we were all dead tired,’ said a driver. ‘Half the time I was nearly asleep and 
at each goodsized bump—and there were plenty—my head hit the roof of the cab with a wallop. That's 
where the tin hat came in handy. We reached the prison camp about three in the morning darned near 
done, eyes full of sand, a week's beard on, and a good crust of dirt all over.’ 

The Sofafi column returned to Tummar West next day, 12 December. The Indians set about cleaning 
up the mess while the RMT waited in an intense sandstorm, a gritty curtain coming down over Tummar 
West's last act in the war. Later the Indians moved out on foot, their destination Sudan and Abyssinia. 
Drivers hoped transport would turn up for their gallant ex-passengers for at least part of the journey. ‘I was 
very sorry to say goodbye to my lot of Indian troops,’ wrote one driver. ‘I will always remember their 
kindness and good-fellowship.’ The Fusiliers were on the way too. The riflemen, the excitement, had 
gone. The New Zealanders' job was now carrying more Italians back to Matruh—a rough ride by way of 
the desert, for the Sidi Barrani-Matruh road was still damaged and mined. 

The 4th RMT was well represented in the battle honours. Major Whyte received the OBE ‘for most 
valuable service’, the citation also paying high tribute to his company's efficiency. Captain McAlpine, who 
already had been awarded the MBE for consistent good work and devotion to duty, received the MC for 
controlling and supervising debussing at Tummar West ‘with great coolness and courage’. Lieutenant 
Muller won the MC for displaying courage and leadership during the engagement; 
Sergeant Wilson21 received the MM for bravery and ‘complete disregard for danger’ during the prolonged 
shelling of Tummar East, and Driver Corp22 was awarded the MM for driving his lorry to within 30 yards of 
the enemy parapet, entering an exposed position under heavy fire, and carrying out a wounded soldier. 

On 16 December Italy's three-month occupation of the fringe of Egypt ended. Nearly 40,000 
prisoners were in the bag for fewer than 1000 British casualties. Bardia, the first important post inside 
Italian territory, was the next objective. It was less than ten miles past the Egyptian frontier. The next day 
orders arrived for the RMT to pick up Australian troops and take them ten miles west of Sidi Barrani in 
preparation for the New Year attack on strongly fortified Bardia, ‘the bastion of Fascism’, according 
to Bari radio. Lean, laconic, superbly confident, the Australians sauntered aboard. Insisting on navigating 
the convoy themselves, they got off to a bad start by circling Matruh, and promptly got lost in desert the 
RMT knew like the back of its hand. 

During the third week of December 4 RMT moved to Sollum. Any trucks in particularly bad shape 
were exchanged for Bedfords from a newly arrived British reserve mechanical transport company, X RMT 
Company. This unit had removed the glass from the windscreens of its trucks to prevent reflected sunlight 
from flashing away their positions to enemy aircraft or patrols. The New Zealand drivers took a decidedly 
sour view of this uncomfortable precaution. With the glass gone, sand drove into faces and cabs, and the 
cold, biting wind of the desert winter cut with increasing force into faces and hands. The Kiwi system was 
to smear the windscreens with oil and throw on sand, leaving a small strip clear to look through. 

Snub-nosed barges from ships out in the bay were now bringing war materials into Sollum's little 
port, and 4 RMT's job was to help carry this material from the stone pier up hairpin bends to dumps 
scattered along the dreary escarpment. The company worked the clock round, sections taking turns with 
the night shifts, for with the advance in the desert supply problems had increased, especially with food, 
water, and petrol. Tanks alone in one action needed between 20,000 and 25,000 gallons of petrol a day. 
ASC drivers ‘worked against great difficulties of time and space,’ says a War Office publication –
‘Destruction of an Army’, and these men, hardy, tough and enterprising, deserve to share in the triumphs 
of the campaign as much as the men who drove more spectacular vehicles.’ 
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Sollum, bombed regularly by enemy aircraft, was also troubled by a big gun in Bardia—‘Bardia Bill’. 
It paid not to waste time around that narrow wharf. Warnings came from an old mariner who would 
emerge from a hut and shout ‘Air raid!’; from small naval gunboats opening fire out in the bay; and from 
the stampede of wharf workers, Cypriots and Palestinians, heading for the caves. On the day before 
Christmas 4 RMT met with its heaviest air-raid casualties in Africa. The men, all from B Section, were 
anxious to speed up the work and had four trucks loading at the same time. At 12.40 p.m. a flight of 17 
Italian aircraft caught everyone by surprise. Bombs straddled wharf and barges. In the ruins (and among 
the red oranges intended for the troops on Christmas Day), lay Second-Lieutenant Wallace,23 Lance-
Corporal Norrish24 and Driver Ted Reynolds.25 Corporal Pussell and ‘Scotty’ Hurst26 died of wounds. The 
wounded included Sergeant Mulligan,27 Drivers Davis,28 ‘Bounty’ Quintal29 (a descendant of 
a Bounty mutineer), Ian Appleton,30 and Ted Boosey.31 The five deaths sent a shadow of sorrow over the 
first Christmas away from home, and the day passed without any celebrating by the hardworking drivers. 
They made up for it though when a Naafiship came in for unloading before the New Year. Thanks to the 
ship's crew, the barge men, the Cypriots and Palestinians, the wharf MPs and the RMT, much of the 
original cargo failed to reach the Naafi tent. 

Bardia, yielding no fewer than 40,000 prisoners, was ours on 5 January. Even before the bypassed 
fortress fell, the RMT sowed dumps of petrol, food, water, and ammunition—all for PAGE 41the well-
advanced 7 Armoured Division—in open desert beyond the frontier and on the way towards Tobruk. 
Promptly on 6 January that sober old aircraft, the Lysander, perhaps best described as a threshing 
machine gone air-minded, circled an ammunition-carrying RMT convoy and dropped a message. The 
company was to leave everything and report to Headquarters 6 Australian Division immediately. Loads 
were flung out on the spot. By nightfall 4 RMT was rolling into Bardia. 

Near Bardia Major Whyte overtook some thousands of prisoners, a Bren carrier idling behind them. 
‘An Aussie was strolling slowly backwards and forwards behind the prisoners,’ writes the Major. ‘He 
wasn't carrying a rifle, but had in his hand an unsheathed bayonet, with which he occasionally flicked the 
tops of camelthorn bushes. “Everything OK, Aussie?” The Australian spat. “I joined the army,” he drawled, 
“because I was tired of my old job and wanted a change, but here I am bloody well droving again.” ’ 

The victorious Australian riflemen climbed into the Bedfords and the company was off again, 
heading west into the night along the tarsealed road to the garrison port of Tobruk.32 There was practically 
no moon (and of course no headlights) and, in places where the road narrowed or was still being repaired, 
a number of trucks went over the side. Tidying itself up, the convoy halted at 3.30 a.m. Drivers quickly 
dozed off within their cabs. Trucks got under way again at dawn, and the Australians debussed a few 
miles east of the now encircled town. Two lines defended the township and the harbour; the inner line 
stretched about 19 miles, and the outer 30 miles. Drivers had just enough time to brew up and bolt a 
breakfast (or dinner) of stew before about-turning for Bardia again. The following night, 8 January, the 
RMT drove a second lot of Australians to Tobruk at 3 a.m., and at once set off for the final load of 
riflemen. The third party of troops was driven to its destination next night. Within four nights, with 
practically no sleep or regular meals, 4 RMT had carried some 5000 Australians over the 70 miles 
between Bardia and the outskirts of Tobruk. Once again the company had taken a vital PAGE 42part in 
the campaign. Tired out, drivers returned to wharf work at Sollum, where a number of new engines were 
fitted into lorries, and Archie Jeff33 presented an astounded Corporal Tinker with a pair of Italian boots, 
size 28. 

With the fall of Tobruk, 4 RMT at once moved up to the garrison port. ‘Our first sight of Tobruk was a 
harbour filled with sunken ships and seaplanes, two liners ashore, petrol tanks blazing, and a cruiser, 
the San Giorgio, on fire,’ noted one RMT man. Drivers heard firsthand accounts of the spectacular victory. 
Attacking at dawn on 21 January, British and Australian troops, with fewer than 500 casualties, had seized 
all of Tobruk's defences by the evening of the 22nd. Over 15,000 prisoners were taken, including an 
admiral, together with 200 guns and much booty. Tobruk's water supply had broken down, and the 
infantrymen had seen many pitiful figures lying on the ground gnawing the edges of their coats, while 
others staggered about like sleepwalkers mumbling ‘Acqua, acqua’. 

From Tobruk RMT lorries at once pushed on, carrying Australian troops a hundred miles up the 
coast, to leave them under shellfire preparing for the attack on Derna, which fell on 30 January. In the 
interval RMT went back to wharf work at Tobruk. This included a nasty fright at dusk when three bombers, 
thought to be ours, coming in low over the sea with their lights on, bombed and strafed angrily. Sergeant 
Maurice Browne,34 All Black hockey player, ‘and he could really run,’ had 15 yards start in a 100-yard 
charge for the caves, but the Mediterranean wharfies trampled him down. 
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Three days after Derna fell the RMT had set up its headquarters in the little seaside resort. Men 
gave the Italians full credit for road-building, and only a couple or so bends of the zigzag road above the 
town had been blown. A driver wrote: ‘We came upon Derna, a little white town nestling under the 
escarpment and extending to the seashore. It was great to see green trees, grass, and gardens of 
vegetables and flowers…. Given three hours’ leave. Had a scrounge around some of the buildings. Some 
lovely buildings, but not much left as Wogs had been ratting through the place. Had a bath in a flat.35 A 
beautiful bathroom, blue tiles and chromium fittings. Broke up coat-hangers and furniture to put under 
geyser. Had a shave too. It was great; I am white now and really feel clean again.' Feeling pleased too 
was Company Headquarters, set up in modern, furnished flats in the hastily evacuated town. Such 
luxuries as radios, crockery, table linen, spring beds, mattresses and bed linen helped the quick recovery 
of physically and mentally tired men.36 

‘The Aussies had been through so fast that even they hadn't had time to do-over much—but they 
certainly made a job of the Governor's residence,’ said one driver. ‘You'd find houses with whole libraries 
available to the more cultured looters: Italian-English dictionaries for example, and oh yes, a man could be 
seen listening to his engine with a stethescope. Some men were up to their gills in grog. A certain Italian 
brandy was vicious stuff. It was probably this brandy that sent two drivers, with .303 rifles, stalking one 
another at night in grim earnest by Derna airdrome.’ 

Eric Broberg, now in charge of Workshops,37 got an Italian garage working. His men detected a false 
wall and uncovered a magnificent lathe. A hefty sewing machine which sewed leather was also found. 
This was ideal for repairing truck canopies and leather buckles and straps. 

While drivers loaded petrol at the Derna wharf and carted it to a dump on top of the escarpment, a 
British flying column in a famous ‘left hook’ cut deep inland over punishing country, PAGE 44passed Fort 
Msus and completely trapped near the coast on 5 February Italian forces withdrawing south 
from Benghazi. This Italian host, ten miles long, was avoiding the Australians who, not fjar from the coast, 
were thrusting west towards Benghazi. After a 36-hour battle the flying column captured at Beda Fomm 
over 20,000 prisoners and 1500 lorries. 

With the Italians now thoroughly routed in Libya and the threat to Egypt (and the vital Suez Canal) 
removed, our advance halted. Between 9 December 1940 and 8 February 1941, in 62 days, 133,295 
Italian prisoners had been taken, together with enormous stocks of equipment, armour, and some 1300 
guns. The 4th RMT, which had been in at the opening of the campaign, was represented (but in a different 
role) in this final blow. Following up this inland striking force on 6 February came RMT lorries laden with 
precious petrol. These lorries moved back from Derna to Bomba, to cut inland and join up with a vast 
convoy of supply vehicles. The going over the desert was extremely rough, and choking clouds of dust 
checked progress. Trucks closed up, yet still the one ahead was difficult to see. ‘For mile after mile the 
vehicles had to plunge over and plough through a desert surface covered with rough boulders and slabs 
of rock, lurching and bumping over the billowy ground at about 4 mph,’ says Destruction of an Army. ‘An 
added difficulty was the lack of accurate maps of the country from Mekili onwards. Parties of supply lorries 
disappeared into the curtain of dust and lost contact with the main column; hours later they would be seen 
looming out of the gloom again.’ The dust continued next day, and again rough country lay across their 
path, but at times the surface had packed hard and travelling was better than on bitumen. In the evening 
and early next morning the RMT safely delivered the petrol to an enormous dump rising near (it is 
thought) Fort Msus. This was the company's last hectic dash of the campaign. 

On the way back it wasn't dust—it was mud, red mud. The trucks, pushed and towed laboriously 
over the worst parts, finally made Derna, where the storm had left giant hailstones which lay about for four 
days. The bitter cold at this time, when RMT drivers were still in summer dress, partly accounts PAGE 
45for the company's motley dress on its return to Egypt. Drivers had seized any warm clothing they, could 
find (B Section particularly) and returned to the New Zealand fold dressed in all sorts of Italian finery—
high-ranking naval uniform (and swords), peaked hats, generals' tunics and privates' jackboots —a 
fantastic sight. 

Derna soon became a terminus for supply columns operating from Tobruk and further east. ‘It was 
amazing the amount of transport that poured into Derna,’ said one NCO. ‘British 10-ton diesels, 
commandeered Italian lorries, and other NZASC units would turn up in convoys with supplies.’ 
From Derna onwards the RMT worked, operating along supply routes to fertile Barce (about 110 miles 
west of Derna on the road to Benghazi) and to Magrun, 50 miles south of Benghazi. There were roads 
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here and they were good. Three trucks from A Section were attached for a time to supply an anti-aircraft 
unit near El Agheila, the farthest west Wavell's Army advanced. 

But this work was soon interrupted. Early on 25 February 4 RMT, tried and tested veterans now, the 
most experienced unit in 2 NZEF, moved off laden with souvenirs on its long journey of over 500 miles 
eastwards to Helwan where, during a complete refit, a new section, D Section under Captain 
‘Scotty’ Veitch,38 would be added, bringing the company to full strength at last. 

One by one the big three-tonners got under way. The strings of war next month would jerk these 
men and trucks across the Mediterranean to Greece. Most of them would never see the little white villas 
of Derna again. Out and away they went on the road to Egypt, Derna disappearing behind the tailboards 
in the west. 

But they were leaving a desert where there was now one difference. Out of the morning haze, at ten 
o'clock on Saturday, 22 February, 15 planes swept low in three waves, machinegunning an RMT convoy 
returning from dumping petrol at Magrun. Three trucks were hit and one driver, Steve Tripp, was slightly 
wounded. These planes, tenacious, daring, meant business. The bold, black swastika was making its first 
appearance over Africa. 

Notes: 

1 CSM Rhodes helped B Sec start this dump, which L-Cpl V. L. Norrish completed, together with 
map and key plan showing the exact location of every case. This brilliant young NCO was killed a month 
later. 

2 Sgt R. A. Walker, of C Sec, estimated each vehicle now had travelled about 8000 miles. The 
average truck mileage at the end of the campaign was about 16,000. 

3 Dvr G. W. Sheddan; Christchurch; born Dunedin, 17 Aug 1918; stationer. 
4 Dvr C. W. B. McK. K. Spiers; Dunedin; born NZ 27 Apr 1918; farmhand; p.w. Apr 1941. 
5 Dvr L. G. F. Cashmere; Outram; born NZ 26 Jul 1907; motor driver. 
6 ‘The Indians,’ writes Dvr T. M. Cumming, ‘carried most of their own rations consisting of dried fruits 

(apricots, prunes, etc.) and chapattis or, as we knew them, the Egyptian pancakes. “Bully” disgusted 
them; they thought it pure “dog”. They were great tea drinkers, and at every stop thick sweet tea was 
brewed, and my mug was always filled first. They loved strawberry jam—and got it.’ 

7 WO I R. H. Thomson, DCM, m.i.d.; Wellington; born Port Chalmers, 19 Feb 1912; school-teacher; 
p.w. 1 Jun 1941. 

8 Thomson's difficulties were those experienced by B and C Secs; A Sec had no trouble with the 
Fusiliers' English. 

9 Dvr E. R. Parnell; Johnsonville; born England, 29 Apr 1914; truck driver. 
10 For the average driver the normal driving routine was tiring enough, with difficult going, flying 

sand, and biting cold. No winter dress had been issued officially, and a great many drivers still wore 
skimpy shirts, shorts and, mercifully, the good thick New Zealand greatcoat. One man lived in his 
greatcoat for 10 days. Maintenance had to be fitted in during any spare time; to the nagging of back-seat 
drivers had to be added (in the case of B and C Sections) language difficulties. Some drivers also drove 
late into the night on odd local errands, and sleep for everyone was very precious. One driver, who had 
endured all this and a boil on the cheek without complaint, was roused by an Indian at 3.30 a.m. for a 6 
a.m. move. At sun-up the Indian was still looking pale. 

11 Brig. W. L. Lloyd, commanding 5 Ind Inf Bde, told Maj Whyte afterwards: ‘I am certain the whole 
operation would not have succeeded as it did had it not been for the co-operation and efficiency of your 
unit.’ 

12 Lt E. L. Tinker; Christchurch; born Otautau, 20 Oct 1917; garage attendant and lorry driver. 
13 Capt W. K. Jones; Te Puke; born England, 24 Apr 1911; transport contractor. 
14 Dvr M. J. Beaton; Gore; born Gore, 2 Jun 1911; concrete worker; p.w. 1 Jun 1941; escaped 17 

Mar 1945. 
15 WO I R. Gay; Dunedin; born Hokitika, 9 Nov 1904; transport driver. 
16 Dvr W. H. Wingham; Ikamatua, Westland; born Christchurch, 9 Nov 1919; motor trimmer; 

wounded 18 Apr 1941; p.w. 29 Apr 1941. 
17 L-Cpl D. M. Sutherland; Wellington; born Scotland, 24 Aug 1909; process engraver; p.w. 1 Jun 

1941. 
18 Maj A. L. Lomas, MC, m.i.d.; New Plymouth; born Wanganui, 30 Jun 1916; medical practitioner; 

RMO NZASC Jan 1940-Jun 1941; 4 Fd Amb Jun 1941-Jun 1942; OC Maadi Camp Hosp Jun 1942-Apr 
1943; 3 Gen Hosp Apr-Aug 1943; DADMS 2 NZ Div Aug 1943-Apr 1944. 

19 Sgt N. J. Prichard, MM; Dunedin; born NZ 10 Nov 1916; law clerk. 
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20 Tummar West yielded 3000 to 4000 PWs and a large number of vehicles and stores. The three 
captured camps yielded some 7000 PWs, about 100 guns, several hundred motor vehicles, and vast 
quantities of stores and ammunition. Over 40 enemy tanks had been destroyed. 

21 WO II P. G. Wilson, MM, m.i.d.; Wairoa; born Wairoa, 21 Sep 1905; foreman mechanic; p.w. 27 
May 1941. 

22 Dvr G. W. Corp, MM; born England, 3 Sep 1911; taxi driver; p.w. 1 Jun 1941; killed (in air raid) 
while p.w. 12 May 1944. 

23 2 Lt J. T. Wallace, m.i.d.; born USA, 5 Mar 1910; machinery salesman; killed in action 24 Dec 
1940. 

24 L-Cpl V. L. Norrish; born NZ 11 Dec 1918; clerk; died of wounds 24 Dec 1940. 
25 Dvr E. W. Reynolds; born NZ 2 May 1906; truck and service-car driver; killed in action 24 Dec 

1940. 
26 Dvr A. B. Hurst; born Ireland, 1 Oct 1904; labourer; died of wounds 25 Dec 1940. 
27 Sgt C. J. Mulligan; Invercargill; born NZ 18 Apr 1914; traction-engine driver; wounded 24 Dec 

1940. 
28 Maj R. K. Davis, m.i.d.; Eureka, Waikato; born Auckland, 2 Mar 1917; clerk; OC 4 RMT Coy 30 

May-30 Nov 1945; wounded 24 Dec 1940. 
29 Dvr N. A. S. Quintal; Auckland; born Waihi, 27 Aug 1914; labourer; wounded 24 Dec 1940; p.w. 1 

Jun 1941. 
30 Dvr I. E. Appleton; Wellington; born Wellington, 12 Sep 1915; clerk; wounded 24 Dec 1940; p.w. 1 

Jun 1941. 
31 Dvr E. W. Boosey; Masterton; born Wellington, 25 Mar 1918; clerk; wounded 24 Dec 1940. 
32 Drivers who took part in the first Libyan campaign invariably call Tobruk ‘Toe-brook’; those arriving 

later say ‘T’ brook'. 
33 Dvr A. R. Jeff; Nelson; born Ohakune, 27 Oct 1916; chainman; wounded 23 May 1941. 
34 Capt M. G. Browne, m.i.d.; Wellington; born South Africa, 28 Sep 1913; clerk. 
35 ‘Nugget’ Parnell and some comrades found a bath in a deserted hotel, but water was not running 

in the taps. They broke into the packed cellar, carried crates to the bathroom, and bathed contentedly 
enough in champagne. Even Cleopatra managed only asses' milk. 

36 In Derna Alf Beaton would park himself down on a doorstep with a pound or so of tea and a small 
‘spot’-sized glass. The gathering natives learned they could have a spot glass full of tea-leaves for a 
couple of eggs. While bartering Alf always slyly managed to fill the glass with his thumb stuck inside it. A 
thumb inside a little glass takes up a lot of space. Then when the native handed over two eggs and 
demanded baksheesh, Alf, all in one cunning and concealing flourish, added an extra pinch, tipped out the 
measure of tea-leaves, and removed his thumb. That extra pinch put the Arabs in high good humour, 
and Alf's reputation soon became unexcelled for generous trading. 

37 Maj Whyte, ill, left the company before Tobruk; Maj Woods, returning to the company at Derna, 
took his place, Capt McAlpine acting as OC in the meantime. CSM Rhodes had left the company before 
the attacks on the Tummar camps, and Thomson became CSM at Derna. 

38 Capt J. Veitch; born Scotland, 2 Feb 1901; omnibus driver; died while p.w. 3 Jun 1941. 
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